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There are various formats for FCEs and some use computerized equipment or protocols that include
the NIOSH format of lifting. This format includes a lift test called the “Torso List.” The torso lift is
conducted by having the person bend at the waist without bending the knees and lifting using only
the back (or torso). The official opinion of ISR Physical Therapy, as reflected in the absence of this
type of lift test in our WorkSaver FCE protocol, is that the torso lift test creates unacceptable excessive forces in the lower back and is therfore inherently unsafe to perform.
The U.S. Department of Labor has published statistics that show that 83% of all lift injuries occur
when a person lifts only with the back while the knees are not bent. During such lifts, as the torso is
bending forward or flexing, back and abdominal muscles lose the ability to support the lumbar spine
and disc pressure increases to very high levels. In addition, the alignment of the lumbar disc changes
from being horizontal to almost vertical. Lumbar spinal discs are poorly designed to resist shearing
forces created by the more vertical orientation during a torso lift. All taken together, a torso lift
creates the “perfect storm” in the lower back to strain a muscle or rupture a disc. The bottom line,
never agree to undergo this type of lift test and always use FCE providers that have a clear safety
record in FCE administration.
ISR Physical Therapy’s clinicians are experts in effective and safe functional testing and are always available to answer your questions about this valuable evaluation process.
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The Torso Lift in FCEs. Is it Safe?
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